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Applications, and Other Data.Bastion: Episode #7 Bastion is another game
that explores the very individual nature of gaming, in a way I've not seen

previously. It's a game about teaming up with someone you don't
necessarily like very much, and how important that partnership is. The

protagonist, Bastion, is a big, very non-confrontational sort of guy. His lack
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of forthrightness is, in this regard, a pretty tragic flaw. There are many dark,
unconscious forces at work in the game, and to fully realize that, you have
to be willing to think of the world as a very sad place, filled with people and
things you'd rather not think about. Bastion is a very frustrating game. It's

tense, unsettling, and presents many different endings. How many can
there be? Well, there are ten. The first ending is determined by how you

play. The second is how you play with other people, and the third is how you
play when the two of you are alone. The game is shockingly hard, even for
me, who has always viewed games as basically a leisurely thing. It's the

emotional depth of the game that seals the deal, for me, and it's clear that
every little choice has an affect on Bastion's current psyche. Which, as you
can imagine, isn't a very clear thing. In a similar manner, the soundtrack is
also very compelling, and it really adds to the feeling of the weirdness that
is Bastion. It's just dark and foreboding, and thus it fits well with the game.
Overall, a very enjoyable episode. The music is appropriately creepy, and
I'm glad I got the chance to hear it in this episode. The difference between
'normal' people and me is that I am socially challenged and so find these

kind of'soul-less' people the type that both excite and repel me at the same
time. I think that my'sick' curiosity at the same time as my disinterest in

'normal
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